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INVESTMENT
SUMMARY
Centurion Capital Management strives to provide a new initiative to the investment industry worldwide.
The way investment opportunities are portrayed in the finance sector is predominantly around stocks,
shares and property. Centurion Capital Management brings you a fresh approach in a more lucrative and
accessible way.

Centurion CM
established in 2017,
works with high profile
organisations that
dominate the online
marketing world.

In a growingly competitive industry, the dominant
players ensure that they stay ahead of the game by
using new marketing techniques. This is where we
come in.
Centurion CM hold relationships with dozens of
organisations to help them market their brands
online, and gain traction to their site. Marketing online
has the sole purpose of driving traffic to a website.
This may be where the consumer is offered a service
or product, and the opportunity for the business to
sell this is represented.
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HOW DOES
IT WORK?
Centurion CM has a fund that is used to run
marketing material online for various organisations.
Let’s say company ‘X’ would like to promote
a certain product. We will call the product ‘Y’.
Company X would supply Centurion CM with
marketing material that would be suitable to
promote Y. Centurion CM would then use the
fund to cover the marketing spend to promote
the material via pay-per-click campaigns on social
media platforms, YouTube and search engines.
However, the material is not just presented to
anyone, this is only shown to users that may have an
interest in product Y. This information is researched
and located by our teams enabling us to be very
accurate in the market that we target. For every click
that a user makes on the promotion, a commission is
registered for Centurion CM.

That commission paid by company X is registered
with an affiliate manager who then feeds back the
total earnings within a certain time frame.
We aim to ensure that the spend of the advertisement
that we run, is below the commission generated from
the advert. Therefore, yielding a healthy return on the
media spend.

Capital and Gains
The fund that we hold is made up of hundreds of
investors. Each investor is paid a proportion of the
yield on a monthly basis. The return is calculated and
distributed evenly based on the total amount a client
has invested.
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THE CYCLE
How the business yields a lucrative return on investment has been explained, so now we would like to
touch on the investment scheme, and the guidelines we have in place to ensure this is a successful venture
for every client.
When choosing to invest you need to be aware of the following steps.

Once you have confirmed you would like to
get on board with us, your investment will be
accepted before the 1st of the following month.

The returns for this spend will be paid to
Centurion CM from their respective affiliate
managers in month 2.

Your investment is added to our company fund
and then a proportion of this is invested in the
necessary marketing for the next month. This
part of the cycle will run from the 1st to the last
day of month 1.

This is where the investor will receive their
first return on their investment. From Month
2, a return is paid monthly until a notice of
withdrawal is received.
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Notice of withdrawal
A notice of withdrawal can be made to Centurion CM at any time
throughout the lifetime of the investment. This will trigger a return of
the full initial amount invested to be repaid back to the investor. This
does not include any returns that have been generated. From when the
withdrawal notice is received, Centurion CM have 120 days to return the
initial investment back in full to the client. For this period of withdrawal,
the first 60 days the client will continue to receive returns that have been
generated on their funds, and for the last 60 days they will not. This is
because the funds will have been withdrawn from the cycle and will not
be generating any yield.

Terms
Centurion CM adheres to providing a top level service which requires
minimal input from its investors. It is therefore we ensure that there are
a range of payment dates that clients can choose from when joining
the investment programme. The monthly payment will be made into
the clients designated account on this specific date each month. This
enables peace of mind for our client, and a smooth journey through our
investment programme.

Summary
Centurion CM is committed to providing a fresh and sustainable angle in
the investment world.
Having operated throughout the Covid 19 pandemic, we are seeing
levels of investment from clients increase month on month. We are
proud to have achieved so much in the past 4 years, and we welcome
new clients to a rapidly growing market niche. We hope that this will be
the start of a very long and lucrative relationship for everyone.
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